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Summary
•

Grocery food pricing is an area of huge interest in the

•

Since January 2017 we have seen prices starting to

UK and has been front page news on a regular basis

rise.

since the Brexit referendum in June 2016.

-

Within own label, retailers are increasing 		
(everyday) base prices and average prices.

•

As a result we have seen :
-

-

Within brands, (everyday) base prices are 		

UK general inflation at its highest since July 		

still not increasing, but average prices are 		

2014 (CPI)

increasing because there is less promoting 		

commodities such as butter & tea increase 		

and (THIS IS NEW) the level of deal depth is 		

by 9% & 5% (IRI).

falling.

fuel costs increase by almost 20% in 			

-

There is also great variation between categories.

a year (AA).
-

•

the introduction of the living wage as well 		

•

March 2017 promises to be a pivotal month with some

as an increase to the minimum wage of 3.7% those

of these increases beginning to be been passed on in-

aged 21+, and 4.7% for 18-20 year olds.

store and the price basket set to increase.

Despite this we’ve continued to see the retailers invest
in the on-going price war.

•

Shoppers have continued to be the winners with
grocery prices having fallen every month from
February 2014 until February 2016, stabilising through
2016.

•

Whilst great news for shoppers, this has put significant
margin pressure onto manufacturers & retailers alike
with costs increasing ahead of prices.

•

Since October we’ve seen this pressure start to
translate into significant factory gate price increases
which manufacturers find difficult to absorb.

•

With financial forecasters warning of further
commodity and duty increases, as well the sugar tax
looming in the coming years, we look to be set for a
period of sustained food & drink price inflation.
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1. The Pattern of Pricing during 2014-2016
1.1 THE PATTERN ACROSS CATEGORIES
Fig.1
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Fig.1
Prices of grocery items fell from
February ’14 to February ’16 and then
stabilised before rising in January’17food, household, health & beauty, soft
drinks
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Fig.2
Prices of alcoholic drinks fell from
February ’14 to February ’16 and
were lower over Christmas’16 than
Christmas’15, rising in January ’17 - beer,
wines & spirits
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As Aldi, Lidl and the discount sector have grown their share

1000’s of lines. Extrapolating the price trends above to the

of the grocery market on a fundamental low-price platform,

whole UK grocery market, worth £114bn annually, this

so the other grocery multiples have reacted, taking

price war has cost the industry £9.3bn; that’s £2.90 per

average prices down with well-publicised reductions on

week for each home in the country for the last 3 years.
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The Pattern of Pricing during 2014-2016
For grocery excluding alcohol, there was a reduction in

much as prices tend to fall rather than peak at Christmas,

price of 4.6%, between February ’14 and November ’16.

as trade promotion support is significantly increased.

It is usual to see prices rise at Christmas, as promotion
levels tend to go down then. This can be seen in Fig.1 for

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? Going forward prices will rise

both the branded and own label sectors, where own label

but these insights show that there are always variances

reduced by more than brands did.

between brands and own label, and between categories.
The price war was driven by the pricing policies of the

For alcohol (Fig.2) it has been a similar story, but the overall

hard discounters and this fact alone explains much of this

drop in price was greater at 8.8% (between February ’14

variance. So pricing strategy needs to be category specific.

and November ’16), with the slow down coming much later
in 2016 and less of a difference between the branded and
own label sectors. The alcohol sector also differs in so
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The Pattern of Pricing during 2014-2016
1.2 PRICING IN CONVENIENCE - A DIFFERENT STORY

FMCG SHOPPING BASKET – GB – FOOD & DRINK - CONVENIENCE
Prices increased over Christmas ‘15 (as seen across the market as a whole) but then continued to fall until April’16. Since
then, prices in the convenience sector have been going up but are still lower than in 2015. The exact same products in
supermarkets cost 7.6% more in January’16 in convenience stores but only 7.0% more in January’17 reflecting the price
gap closing.
Fig.3
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The pricing trends in convenience outlets have been different

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? Pricing strategy needs to

to supermarkets particularly during 2016 as prices continued

be channel-specific too, as clear variance is observable

to fall until mid year. Thereafter prices started to increase but

between supermarket and convenience trends. Of

only very slowly, which meant that the premium charged by

course individual retailers are different too and so this

convenience stores has reduced a little, now standing at just

adds another layer of complexity and a requirement to

7.0% in January 2017.

understand pricing by individual account.
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2. Changes since January 2017 - Prices ‘rising’
For both sectors there has been a change of direction in

behaved in a different but similar way. Coming off the

January’17. Grocery prices, both brands and own label

highly trade promoted Christmas period which took prices

showed their normal seasonal peak over Christmas but

down, January’17 saw both brand and own labels above

rather than falling back in January, own label went up and

January’16 levels and overall recorded a year-on-year

brands barely changed, leaving grocery prices up overall

increase of 0.3%. This is first time that prices have risen

by 0.7% compared with January’16. Alcohol prices

year-on-year, in either sector, for at least two years.

3. What’s driving this price increase?
With all of the talk it would be easy to assume that this
is simply a result of higher every day prices, driven by
manufacturer costs and passed on by retailers but this
would be wrong.

3.1THE IMPACT OF FEWER TRADE PROMOTIONS
The UK grocery market is renowned for its enormously

shopping bought on promotion is coming down and

high level of trade promotion and deep price cuts, which

price reductions are being reduced. Much of this is due

have classically lowered our shopping bills, on average, by

to the demise of the multibuy, removed completely by

up to 14% compared with the non-promoted price. This

Sainsbury’s since April’16, and used less by the other major

dynamic is changing. There have been 12% fewer trade

retailers too. There were over half a million fewer multibuy

promotions in 2016. The proportion of our total

opportunities for shoppers in 2016 compared with 2015.
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3. What’s driving this price increase?
3.2 THE IMPACT OF BASE PRICE CHANGES
As less is given away through trade promotions, so the

decline for more than two years). Own Label, however, is

cost of our shopping has increased. Non-promoted (base)

a slightly different story. Non-promoted own label prices

prices, which give a better reflection of Brexit driven price

for both grocery and alcohol have been rising since

increases at the shelf, have not yet increased overall year-

November’16 and in January’17 were -0.6% and +0.1%

on-year. For grocery brands base prices in January’17

respectively vs. January ‘16. Retailers have been increasing

were still down vs. January’16 by -1.5% (close to the rate

shelf prices of their own labels whilst maintaining them

of decline that’s been evident since mid-2016) and for

for brands, reducing trade promotion support from both

alcohol, brands were down by -1.9% (the slowest rate of

thereby adding cost overall to the shopping basket.

INTO 2017 AVERAGE PRICES ARE NOW STARTING TO INCREASE VS A YEAR AGO
- Own Label prices are now clearly going up (base and average)
- Branded BASE (EVERYDAY) prices are still FLAT and down on 2016
Fig.4
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4. What does this mean going forward?
It is highly probable that grocery prices will increase

•

further in the short to medium term. Oil prices have been

Volumes purchased drop
-

increasing and post-Brexit currency fluctuations have

Consumers run down household stocks to 		
defer expenditure.

reduced the value of sterling by approximately 20%

-

against both the Euro and the US Dollar. Everything seems

Buying on price-off promotion rather than 		
multibuy.

to point to significant grocery price inflation coming soon.

-

Population growth slows or actually declines 		
(birth rate falls, temporary migrant workers 		

Experience of previous periods of inflation (especially if it

repatriate, more emigration, less immigration).

triggers recession) tells us to expect a number of features

-

within the grocery market:
•

Consumers tend to trade down

Greater need for top-up shopping, generating
greater demand at convenience stores.

•

Average trends can conceal big differences

-

Shopping in retailers with lower prices.

-

Buying cheaper brands or own label variants.

-

Buying more on promotion.

-

Reducing premium purchases and buying more

to hit the poorest most) impacting different 		

mid-range and economy variants.

retailers differentially.

-

Switching from out-of-home consumption to in-		

-

Regional variation can be quite marked – 		
affecting retailers differentially.

-

-

Polarisation of wealth (recession tends 		

Heavier discounting on branded 			

home (e.g. hair colouring, dining out), thereby 		

Known Value Items (KVIs) which are used to 		

increasing demand in grocery and health and 		

compare supermarket price baskets.

beauty retailers.
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5. IRI’s expectations for pricing in 2017

•

KVI branded pricing will be as keen as ever, as retailers
compete for the non-loyal switching shopper by
offering competitive prices for key grocery lines.

•

We expect prices of other non KVI prices to rise faster.

•

Promotions will continue to be more price-off than
multibuy.

•

Other offers will concentrate on the instantly delivered
(money off now) rather than deferred (such as points,
competitions, future money off).

•

Continued “Shrinkflation”: manufacturers will reduce
pack size to maintain steady unit pricing. This is
especially important where there are known significant
price thresholds. Manufacturers may also reduce
sugar or salt per pack to align with other consumer or
legislative requirements.

•

Pressure on retail margins will lead to cuts elsewhere –
more automation.

•

Apparently simplified pricing (round pound, simpler
promotions) will predominate.

•

Retailers and manufacturers will be trying harder than
ever to save other costs in manufacturing and retail
logistics to maintain margin.

•

Convenience pricing will to some extent sit outside
this price-war theatre and presents a commercial
opportunity to manufacturers.
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6. What can manufacturers do to manage this?
6.1 KEEP ON TOP OF OVERALL PRICE
CHANGES BY CATEGORY WEEK BY WEEK

6.4 RECOGNISE CRITICAL PRICE
THRESHOLDS

IRI is able to monitor price across the whole FMCG sector

Understanding what happens around critical price

on a weekly basis using IRI Retail Advantage, an all-

thresholds in your category gives you the ability to

item benchmarking tracking service for retailers. By the

optimise price in a rapidly changing environment. Round

Wednesday following the previous week ending Saturday,

pound can work well in a stable pricing environment but

IRI can compute the latest trends.

when prices are rising what new price point will work best?
This may guide strategic decisions on pack size as well.

6.2 UNDERSTAND PROMOTIONAL AND
BASE PRICING
Negotiations with retailers are changing as promotions
become less frequent and, as we have seen, average
deal depths have also fallen. Understanding the relative
everyday and promoted pricing trends within your
category is vital for optimal strategic planning and tactical
decision making.

6.3 UNDERSTAND YOUR PRICE
ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

6.5 BE CATEGORY AND CHANNEL SPECIFIC
Don’t rely on generalised conclusions. Benefit from the
granularity available through the power of EPOS via IRI to
generate account and category specific recommendations,
targeted to help your business.
For help with all of the above please contact your IRI
account handler.

If you know how your products respond to changes in
actual price or relative price, you are better placed to
respond to the pressure of putting prices up. Knowing
how responsive your brand is to promotions may allow
you to accept an everyday price increase, or challenge
it, in order to stay competitive. With prices set to rise
and change rapidly, this actually increases our ability to
model scenarios with greater confidence, as there is more
variability in the data.
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For further information
Contact your IRI consultant or send an email to uk.marketing@IRIworldwide.com
About IRI: IRI is a leading provider of big data, predictive analytics and forward-looking insights that help FMCG, OTC health care,
retailers and media companies to grow their businesses. With the largest repository of purchase, media, social, causal and loyalty
data, all integrated on an on-demand cloud-based technology platform, IRI helps to guide its more than 5,000 clients around the
world in their quests to remain relentlessly relevant, capture market share, connect with consumers and deliver market-leading
growth. A confluence of major external events—a revolution in consumer buying, big data coming into its own, advanced analytics and
automated consumer activation—is leading to a seismic shift in drivers of success in all industries. Ensure your business can leverage
data at www.IRIworldwide.com. Follow IRI on Twitter: @IRI_INTL
IRI UK, 1 Arlington Square, Downshire Way, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 1WA, Tel +44 (0) 1344 746000
Copyright © 2017 IRI. All rights reserved. IRI, the IRI logo and the names of IRI products and services referenced herein are either trademarks or registered trademarks of IRI.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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